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Comp~ter

controversy

He said 80 percent of all main frame computers used in the Pacific Northwest were manufactured by
Of the Campus Crier
IBM, not Digital. This means students graduated
from Central with computer science degrees will be
The VAX 11-780, a $450,000 computer Central is
unfamiliar with most computer systems used in the
planning to purchase, may be obsolete before it is inregion.
stalled this fall, according to experts in the computer
"If someone goes to look for a job without proper
science field.
experience on a particular system the employer
"We don't employ anybody with their primary exwon't even look at you," said Rowe.
perience on the VAX 11-780 and we employ 1,300 peoMartin diagrees.
ple in system and data applications,·· said Floyd
"It won't make any difference what system a stuRowe, executive recruiter for computer services at
dent learns on," he said. "If a student learns on a
Seattle-First National Bank. "In the business world I
VAX he can learn another computer in a short time.
would say that VAX computers are obsolete."
Once you know how to operate one you can pretty
Under Governor John Spellman's proposed 1983-85
much adjust to another."
budget, Central will receive almost $500,000 to purPatricia Mayo of the American Federaton of Inforchase a second VAX 11-780. Thei 1university's commation Processing Societies (AFIPS) in Arlington,
puter science program already uses one VAX 11-780,
Virginia agreed that all main frames are relatively
purchased three years ago.
the same.
AVAX 11-780 is a "main frame" computer built by
"It shows narrow-mindedness on the part of
Digital Equipment Corporation in Maynard, Mass.
employers when they won't hire people with exThe VAX is capable of supporting 128 terminals on
perience on different systems, but that's how comcampus.
panies are today," she said. "If you don't have the
Verlon J. Olson, director of computer services at
computer skills they need they won't hire you. I'd bet
Central, explained why a second VAX is being purmy pay on that."
chased. "From a user's standpoint it is better to use
Jay McCue recruits computer scientists for Exxon
a single system; the staff is familiar with the exNuclear in Richland. He said, "From our standpoint
isting hardware and software on the VAX, and we
we would not be interested in someone with their
already have a heavy investment in Digital comprimary experience on the VAX. We can't employ
puters."
people who need a lot of training time, that includes
Central purchased-its first VAX because it was
new graduates and people with years of
"best suited for both academic and administrative
experience."
computer needs for the least cost," said Olson.
Despite criticism, McCue, along with others in
Demand on the VAX already in use is -so high, ofboth the business and educational worlds, agree the
ficials here say it is imperative a second system be ··
VAX 11-780 is a fine computer system. However, in
installed. The second computerwill alleviate access
some circumstances it may not be the best system
problems and will create space for a computer
for certain business and scientific applications.
science major at CWU. Computer science Professor
Fairburn, professor of business education
Bernard Martin said compuier students in the exAbove is one of 96 satellite terminals currently tied into atWayne
Central,
said the VAX cannot meet many of his
panded program will receive all their training on the· the VAX 11-780, a main frame computer here. The comneeds.
"For
business applications some of the things
VAX.
puter system is used by most administrative and academic
I like to do are too expensive to do on the VAX.
Rowe, Seattle-First's recruiter, said training on departments on campus.
Others just aren't available."
the VAX alone is not adequate.
(continued, see 'Computer controversy'
By STEVE FISHBURN

·()n page 2)

8th in nation
ev~~g~al Ni~~sketb~~~.wn~~~!!!d.s~~~~~rn~tl!?~~~~!rcen~~~
Before Central opened its
1982-83 basketball campaign back
on Nov. 26 against the University
o~ , Montana, coach Dean
Nicholson made three goals:
make the playoffs, take the
district title and get to the Nationals.
Twenty-six games later the first
goal is a reality, and the second
two may be following close
behind. In addition, the Wildcats
have advanced to a ranking of
eighth in the nation.
The district playoffs, slated to
begin tonight (Thursday) in
Nicholson Pavilion at 7:30, are a
stepping stone to Nicholson's third
goal.·
Seattle University will be the
Wildcats' opponent in the first
round of playoffs in this loser-out
game. In other first round action,
Whitworth will battle St. Martin's,
before a best-of-three title series
between the two winners.
Central blasted Seattle on two
previous meetmgs by scores of
88-68 and 123-88, but that is no
reason to take them lightly.
"We can't afford to look past
them despite the easy games
before. They earned their playoff
berth by beating ·PLU and
Western, both quality teams, so
. they. are capable of better basketball tbaD we have seen," said

Seattle (11-18 on the year)
comes into this game with nothing
to lose and everything to gain.
"They are in a great situation to
win, but I don't expect our team to

Having compiled a 23-a record
on the regular season, including a
perfect 14-0 in district the
Wildcats clinched the District 1
regular season championship by

63-59 last Saturday.

That w~ capped a six game
streak to ·end the season, giving
the Wildcats a No. 1 seeding in the
playoffs.
Central has the second leading
NAIA field goal percentage
shooter - Doug Harris. Harris'

national leader S~on Lilly s
71.2 percent. _Hams was recently
.v~t~. onto the NCAA West Coast
D1v1S1on II second team by the National Association of. Basketball
Coaches. He can receive such an
honor because Central now has a
dual NAIA Division I and NCAA
Division II membership. _ -_ _

Students confess to
.book return swindle
By KEN SANDHOLM
Of the Campus Crier

Wildcat forward Bob KennedI keeps the ball away

from an SPU opponent at Central's latest home game.

The campus bookstore has been
. the victim of a swindle that may
have involved thousands of
dollars.
Persons using the system take
receipts for recently purchased
·books to the store and pick up new
books that correspond with the old
~ receipts. Instead of buying the
new books, the swindlers return
them for cash.
The swindle has been used during the first two weeks of . each
quarter when bookstore business
is at its peak and books can be
returned for cash.
Although the loss is difficult to
identify in bookstore financial

records, Auxiliary Services Director, Wen<fell Hill acknowledged
that the store may have been
susceptible to theft and has implemented measures to stop any
further loss.
·
Two students, who spoke to the
Crier on the condition that they
not be named; claimed they have
stolen nearly $2000 using the
system. The total amount lost by
the bookstore depends on the
number of people who have used
the con.
The bookstore's precautions for
spring quarter include stamping
each book sold, so that store ,
clerks will be able to detennine if
a pook has been recently purchased before allowing it to be returned.
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Computer controversy
He said he wouldn't need
$450,000 to meet Central's computer needs. "It would be nice to
spend about $50,000 on microcomputers."
Statistics show by 1986 more
money Will be spent on microcomputers than on main frames.
Microcomputers are more versatile, less expensive, and easier
to use.
Sea-First's computer director,
Rowe, agreed. "If they are going
to spend half of a million dollars
they should time-share on IBM
main frames or micros with
business applications."

'H someone goes to look
for a job without proper experience on a particular
system the employer won't
even look at you.'
Other computer analysts
pointed out IBM is the industry
standard in computer services.
Seven!y-five percent of all companies with over 500 employees
use IBM systems.
Ed McDonald, Digital Equipment Corporation's regional sales
representative for Eastern
Washington, criticized IBM computers in general.

H_istory department voh.:mnteers
cut in pay to help colleigue

''The big thing is there are some
By LISA FIEDLER
history professor, said helping
the staff member has served at
vendors who follow industry stanOf
the
Campus
Crier
Refai was a group effort by the
Central for three or more ) ears.
dards and some who don't. Digital
department. "We (the departSince Refai was not given the
probably follows more industry
Shahid Refai was dismissed ment) decided to help him on our
full notification period, ''the
standards than any other
department decided we would
vendor," said McDonald. "Iri an from Central's history depart- perception of decency,'' she said.
commit ourselves to helping Refai
environment where there is multi- ment Dec. 30, 1982. Refai's col- "Our helping represents a conget through the year," said
function language uses and time- leagues objected to the dismissal tribution to the professor and to
general education."
Heckart.
sharing we will clean IBM's and decided action was needed.
Each professor in the history
Refai currently is using the
clock.''
funds to do research for his book
Olson, computer services direc- department has agreed to take a 7
'The department decided titled "Economic Origins of the
tor at Central, said the VAX is the to 10 percent cut in pay to support
we
would
commit British Empire." He also is
best computer for the job based on Refai. This money goes into a
academic and administrative foundation which is used by Refai ourselves. to helping Refai preparing a series .of lectures that
will be presented at Central. His
computing needs. ''The VAX is to conduct research and coor- get through the year.'
first lecture, to be presented
probably the most widely used dinate lectures.
"He is a fine person and an able
March 8 at 3 p.m. in SUB 208, con- ,
computer system in academia.
teacher
and scholar," said
When comparing IBM and Digital
Heckart recalls that Refai was cerns Muslim mysticism.
"The history department has
the VAX scored higher in terms of Lawrence Lowther, head of the notified of his termination in June
meeting university requirements history department. "We (the of 1982 and was dismissed in really supported me through this.
department) felt it was unjust to December, giving him only seven I have no words to express my
at the least cost."
terminate
Refai in the middle of months notice. The faculty code gratitude," Refai stated. "It is
Mayo, of the AFIPS, speculated
an
academic
year."
real support when you make a
as to why Central is unwilling to
states that, under normal cirThe department has agreed to cumstances, at least 12 months sacrifice and that is what each
purchase an IBM system over the
fund Refai until June 30.
VAX. "It's like they are taking the
notice must be given before ter- professor in the history departBeverly Heckart, associate mination of a appoinbnent when ment is doing.""
attitude, 'we did it this way in the
past so we'll keep on doing it this : - - - - - - - - - - . . . : . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
way in the future,"' she comDON'T LET THE POWER BILL
mented.
TAKE
A BITE OUT OF CWU AND YOU
"I think some professors are
scared. They just don't want to
Vote "YES" March 8
retrain on new equipment so they
Ellensburg special election
encourage administrators to purchase computers that are compatible with the ones they already
have; even though there may be
The city's unnecessary electric bill surcharge for WPPSS plants 4 & 5 has cost CWU $250,000 since it was
better choices."
imposed last spring, increasing the University's utility bill by 41 percent.

Central to participate -in
national women's week

The Bonneville Power Administration rates for electricity supplied to the city and CWU have risen 600
percent since 1975~ Most of this increase comes from WPPSS plants 1, 2 & 3 and their endless cost overruns.
Not one of !hese plants ls generating any power. Construction has ceased at 3 of them and bas been slowed at the 4th. The 5th will perhaps be finished, someday.

stag-

' By LIANNA HARLAN
Of the Campus Crier

Sunday, March 6 marks the
beginning of the second national
Women's History Week and CWU
will commemorate the event with
a series of films and art displays.
Sponsored by the Center for
Women's Studies, Women's
History Week at CWU will
precede the national event by
beginning tonight at 5 p.m. in Kennedy Hall. Director of the Center
for Women's Studies, Dorothy
Sheldon-Schrader invites interested persons to attend the_
potluck and two films.
Throughout the week several
commemorative art and poster
displays will be located across
campus, in the Ellensburg city
library, and in Ellensburg public
schools.
Durin~ national Women's

- ltistoiy Week events will be
ed daily in the SUB pit at noon. Orchesis will be performing on
Wednesday, and will be teaching
some dance steps. Two films will
be shown each day for the remainder of the week.
Subjects of the films include:
non-traditional work roles for
females, females in the
photography field, self-defense,
and black women in the drama
field.
Women's History Week was
begun in 1982 to commemorate
''the consistantly overlooked and
undervalued role of American
women in history" according to
Mayor of Ellensburg Randolph
Christopherson. Christopherson
recently issued a proclamation
calling upon the people of
Ellensburg to observe Women's
History Week.

Faculty and staff jobs have been lost, programs cut, and food and housing
costs raised because of this multi-billion $ scam designed to guarantee
the WPPSS bond owners immense profits on their foolish investment for
the next 30 years. The city's increasing electric charges force us to participate in this rit>-Off - as its victims.
Vote YES March 8 for a new city government that will really resist WPPSS - instead of pretending to
resist, while collecting for the bond owners.
paid political advertisment by Progress Under Democracy, Kittitas County

~'AA

D~ve Underhill, Treas.

APl)Rt)VED PRIVATE PILOT
GROUND SCHOOL

.Be~innin~ l\larch 29th
1~ues. & 1'hurs. 6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

COST: $110

inclutlt>s: 40 hours ground school and all books ·and sup1)lie.s
1u ,·essar_v lo /J<tss FAA written.
1

Chiropractic Center . DEADUNE : Must sign up
Latest

Chiropractic

Oil

or ·be.fore March 18th.

$2·so

MIDSTATE AVIATION, INC.
1101 Bowers Road
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON

98926
Tel: 962-2873 or 925-1553

FEFFFFFEEEFFEEEEEEEEFFEEFFFEEEESEFFF

Technique
Maynard H. Linder, D.C.
962-2570

LIBERTY THEATRE

5th and Pine 925-9511

ALL SEATS $2.50 UNTIL 6 P.M.
EVERYDAY
MATINEES EVERY SUNDAY

BARGAIN
HOUR

1011 N. Alder
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(Old Campus Ministry Building)

WITH 'THE SMALL ONE'

. ' 6:35, 8:35

.

'
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PrejUdice against gays
stems from ignorance
Some of the problems experienced by the group have been
prejudice in the form of verbal
abuse, harrassment of forum
speakers and activity posters being torn down. "The Crier, glass
covered cases in the SUB and
forums have been the only real
ways we can get out information,"
explained the Alliance president.
According to one heterosexual
woman who attends Alliance functions, one of the major problems
with prejudice comes from ignorance. "Some of my closest
friends are gay," she said, "I've
had more joy and friendship from
these people than many straight
friends I've had. They are very
caring and always glad to see you.·
The hardships they've experienced because of their sexual
preference have made them more
accepting and open-minded of
others," she added.

Of the Campus Crier

There is a group on campus that
is open-minded, friendly and
"gay."
A circle of friends eating
cookies, laughing, discussing
issues and problems, along with
planning Tupperware and social
parties are some of the typical ac·
tivities at Central's weekly Gay
Alliance meetings.
The Alliance is part of a gay
support group already established
on campus by Dr. Don E. Wise,
counselor in the Counseling
Center. The two groups came
together winter quarter 1982.
There are approximately 30 active members. Some don't attend
meetings because they're afraid
of losing their anonymity.
"People are afraid they'll lose
their friends or jobs," said one
Alliance member. "But once they
come to our group they may find it (continued,
page 12)
helps."
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Immunization

Students may lack defense
By BRENDA COTY
Of the Campus Crier

By MARGARET MYER

Central Washington University

A nation wide outbreak of
measles and rubella (German
measles) could affect Central
students according to Sally
Thelan, director of the Student
Health Center.
Statistics show that college age
people are more likely to contract
either of these diseases than are
other segments of the population.
Thelens explained, many people
now attending college missed
measles immunization programs
while they were in elementary
school.
Measles is an acute contagious
virus disease, usually occuring in
childhood. Its symptoms include
the eruption of red spots on the
body. It is usually selfinununizing.

The recent outbreak of measles
their measles immunization
and rubella iS mostly confined to
records to be sure they're up to
the Eastern United States.
date.
Several deaths have been
Students wishing to be imreported due to the disease.
munized against rubella may do
However, the affliction can
so at the Student Health Center
spread quickly and health of(963-1881), the Kittitas County
ficials in Washington State have
Public Health Center (925-1465 ),
warned local health care practior by a physician in private practioners about a potential outtice.
break.
"We (Health Center) give blood
tests to check if a student has beenl- - - - - - -- - - - - immunized. Also it doesn't hurt to
have yDur immunization repeated
in case you're not sure if you've
had it or not," said Thelen.
Rubella is a serious disease,
especially to the unborn child. It
can cause Congenital Rubella
Syndrome, which involves heart
defects and blindness. Thelens
suggests that pregnant women
would be well advised to check

Club

Action

Circle K
Circle K at Central is not a
ranch or a convenience store, it'~
a non-religious service clut
. dedicated to helping the young:
old and disabled of the communi··
ty.
Last month Circle K visited The
Haven House nursing home and
distributed valentines and
cookies; last quarter they helpe<i
collect books for a school in
Nigeria; and for several years
they've treated disadvantaged
children from Rainier Street to an
afternoon or evening of activitie~
includlng swimming, bowling and
hay rides.
These are only a small part of j
the club's activities according to i
Cherrie Herrin, Circle K'~; I
secretary.
'
Circle K is an international
organization sponsored by
Kiwanis. It is the largest col~ ,
legiate organ~ation in the world. I
The CWU chapter has 18 official l
members and about a half dozen :
more who regularly attend i
meetings. "We want new
members,'' Herrin explained. The \
club is open to anyone who care~:\
about people.
j
Circle K meets Monday evenings at 6 p.m. in SUB 204 and 205.
For more information contact
Herrin at 963-1910 or Marc
Raybould, president, at 962-6114.

see 'Gay' on

And Domino's Pizza is
here to help you make
the grade.
We' re here to see you
through these late nights
and long hours spent
cooped up in your room
studying.
We're open late every
night and ready to deliver
a hot pizza with your
choice of delicious toppings and only 100% real
dairy cheese. All within
30 minutes after your call.
When you burn the midnight oil, remember you're
not alone. Call Domino's
Pizza. We' II keep you
fueled with fast, free
delivery in 30 minutes or
less.

925-6941

,505 N. Pine St.

Drivers carry under $20.
Limited delivery area.
©1982 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

"Moo looks good on you!"
-Doug Harr~s. Reese Ratliff
CWU Wild!ni's

r·---------------------,
Free
I
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epperOnl

I::

Free pepperoni on any
16" large pizza
I
One coupon per pizza I
Expires: 3/15/63
:

Fast, Free Delivery

505 N. Pine St
Phone: 925-6941

®
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1
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i

The family dairy
on the country side
of west 15th.

DRIVE IN

I

I
~J

6 BLOCKS WEST OF CWU LIBRARY

419 WEST 15TH

925·1821

HOURS: 11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Mon'." - Sat.

/

Upcoming election
should concern all
MARCI FLOYD
EDITOR

On ~esday, March 8 the city of Ellensburg will be
conducting a special election. Voters will decide if CL
change in the city's form of government is necessary .
. Currently our city operates under the counciVmanager form. The proposed change would allow a
mayor/council form to replace it.
At the heart of this debate is the Washington Public
Power Supply System.
.Those who are in favor of the change believe there is a
different and better way to handle the city's involvement with WPPSS.
The supporters of. t~e present form of government
stand by its past dec1s1ons and present policies.
.
One particularly controversial policy concerns the
collectio~ ~f the W~PSS surcharge. Our present government off1c1als believe that the collection of the sur.charge is "a necessary evil" in the event that the courts
d~cide that the utili~ies are liable. Those in opposition insist that the collection of the surcharge is unnecessary
until all the alternative actions are explored.
I strongly encourage all those who are registered to
vote to do so - this is an important issue.
Central is not a sepa:.. .jte conununity apart from the
city of Ellensburg. It is an important part of this city
and as students and residents we should make an effort
to work together.
Polling places are Lincoln and Washington elementary schools, they will be open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Intramural program defended
To the Editor:
Two recent letters to the editor
(February 10 - February 17)
which were published in the Crier
expressed disappointment l in the
Intramural Sports Pr~gram this
winter quarter. Having read these
letters and listened to comments
from many participants, we see a
need to simply provide some information about the I.S.P. Basketball Program.
The following statistics will give
you an insight as to why we changed the program format this year.
In 1982 there were 75 teams, rn
days to play, nine games, five
courts and the hours were 6 to 10
p.m.
This year . there are 93 teams,
only 11 days to play, eight games,
five courts and the hours are
again 6 to 10 p.m.

We have only eleven days in
which to play due to the increase
in facility use by the Physical
Education and Varsity Sports this
winter. The priority for scheduling Nicholson Pavilion is: 1)
Physical Education, 2) Varsity
Sports, 3) Intramural Sports. To
guarantee eight games and a spot
in the playoffs, we needed to
schelule games on the only Sundays that were available.
We have the responsibility to
provide activities in which all
students, faculty and staff may
choose to participate. The increase to 93 teams put us in the
position of alotting only 45
minutes for games to allow all
teams to play. Though inconveniences existed of 1) no warm up
time and 2) a running clock for the
entire game, we were able to
~chedule two full 20 minute halves

and a five minute half-time as we
have always done in the past.
The Intramural Sports staff has
been gathering data and conducting a survey of participants to
develop information which will be
used to justify a proposal to have
Nicholson Pavilion opened for additional hours during basketball
season .
Look at the· positive side of an
increase in participation. This increase shows growth in the program and the importance of that
program to the students and
employees of Central. Let us all
work out our problems in a constructive manner and watch the
program grow.

Bill Parker,
Recreation Coordinator
Intramural Sports Program

Student lobby needs immediate support to survive
PAUL HENRY

Last fall the Washington Student Lobby roared onto Central's campus. WSL organizers
promised students a voice in legislative matters affecting their educational well-being.
For a $1 membership fee per quarter students were told they would receive a periodic
newsletter from WSL headquarters in Olympia detailing proposed legislation concerning
higher ~ucation.
They were told they could attend local chapter meetings to learn about the legislative process.
They were told that professional lobbists would instruct them in how to correspond effectively with the men and women in Olympia who called the shots.
Gee, all this for $3-4 per year. Sounds too good to be true - right?
Well, most Central students apparently think so. Two months after WSL's inception at
Central only 100 students have joined the organization - 600 less than what WSL organizers
planned on.
Central's local WSL chapter iS now precariously balanced on the precipice. Without more
members it _may well fold.
One has only to look at the WSL programs at Washington State University and Western
· Washington University to see.the potential for a sucessful program here.
WSU has enlisted over·13,000 students, out of an enrollment of 16,000, as WSL members.
~ey have an eight member board of directors to guide the program and four full time student committees working on things like legislative research and public relations. They have
regular meetings that, according to Mike Morgan, ASWSU president, are attended by at
least one representative from every living group on campus.
WWU has had similar success with over 7000 of its 9300 students joining the WSL. Sixty
people are actively involved with promoting the WSL at WWU according to Mark Murphy
ASWWU president. In fact, there is so much student involvment at WWU, they have bee~
able to send five WSL members to Eastern Washington University to help with the petition
drive there.
Vfell then, what is the oroblem with WSL at Central? Could it be that local organizers proDllSed too much and failed to deliver? No.
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BOO member Jay Hileman and Central's WSL representative to the state board, Paul
Byrne, have both worked hard to deliver an effective ·WSL program to Central students.
They have conducted three meetings this quarter designed to get the ball rolling. The three
~eetings were attended by fifteen students. At one the only persons in attendance were Paul
Byrne and a Crier reporter.
Byrne and Hileman spent what little money they had available from WSL membership
fees ($100) on posters and bulletins urging more people to become involved. They failed.
Could the heart of the problem be found in that nasty term 'student apathy'? I think not.
There are 60 non-academic student clubs here at Central. That means a lot of bodies doing
something other than attending classes and drinking beer.
Paul Byrne thinks he may know why students haven't been enthuiastic about the WSL:
People just don't believe they can influence state government. He reasons that if students
really believed they could keep their tuition down and get more funding for higher education
,
then they would be eager to get involved.
Well you can have a say in govenunent. The right to vote is your primary mode of participation - but there are many other ways too.
The next time you're in the SUB stop by the ASC information booth and pick up a copy of
the "Student Advocate", WSL's official newsletter. Read about proposed legislation concening higher education, legislation that directly affects you. Decide where you stand on an
issue, Then call your representative on th~ phone and tell him/her what you think.
Will they listen - really? You bet they will. They know that when one person takes the
time to call there are ten more f)eople who share his/her views.
And this brings us back to the WSL. The opportunity for students to keep up with happenings in state govenunent is as close as a WSL meeting in the SUB. You can join the WSL at
any time. Just bring yourself and $1 to Mitchell Hall, second floor. Don't worry if you don't
have a lot of time to spend on the WSL. If you only pay your $1 membership fee each quarter
and do nothing else, you're still providing the means for others to actively safeguard your
college education.
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Athletic trainers ·perform vital role
Sy R. WADE COLE
Sports Editor

There are no crowds to cheer this team
on; no spotlights, no cheerleaders, no
monetary reimbursement, no academic
credits.
Yet Central's athletic trainers fulfill a
vital function in Central's athletic pro-

gram.
Are they crazy? Perhaps. Are they
dedicated? Definitely.
Dedication is committing oneself to at
least two, and usually three years of working 20-25 hours per week, sometimes 12
hours a day.
_
Dedication is continually maintaining a
positive attitude, with the realization that

.

psychology is a major element in the
recovery of an ailing athlete.
Dedication is caring enough to feel an individual empathy for each patient.
All of this in addition to a grueling class
load of such subjects as human anatomy
and physiology, chemistry, physics, and
psychology.
Why do athletic trainers submit
themselves
to
this
way of life?·
"We have to be here for a
reason" said trainer Judy
Olson.
Olson is a graduate
transfer from Western
Washington University.
"I transferred because the
facilities here are great,"
she said. "Central has a bigger
scope
of
athletics ... everything has
been real educational. The
athletes, too are more intense. Athletes are great to
work with - they want to get
better, where many older
people don't care."

Jeff Spencer/ Campus Crier

Central's athletic trainers, left to right (back row): Dave Caspar, Dorrie
Rossmaier, Larry Howe, Judy Olson, Dave Larberg, Keith Campbell, (front row)
Carolyn De~armo, Yvette Tye and certified trainer-instructor Gary Smith.

You Should

''Besides the rewardingness of the job, I get the
excitement
of
new
discoveries,'' commented
senior trainer Keith Camp- .
bell.
Campbell hopes to enter
medical school upon his
graduation.
''The pre-med and
chemistry departments here

classes, but most of their kids don't see a
training room 'till they're juniors. We start
them out as freshmen."
Campbell and Rossmaier comprise the
two senior trainers for the Wildcats.
Rossmaier is majoring in PE, with a
minor in special education. She has been
with Central's student trainer program for
four years, and plans to graduate this spring.
"If you don't have a love for sports,
you're in the wrong business,'' Rossmaier
said. "There is a good feeling in helping in
the rehabilitation of an athlete. Besides
physical therapy, you have to get the
athlete mentally prepared, and you have
to work with the coach on a one-to-one
basis.~'

The Wildcat student trainers seem happy with Smith's leadership.
"Gary demands a lot at times, but it's so
when we get out there, we're sure what
we're doing,'' commented Rossmaier.
"Gary is easy to work with and he's fair,
but he expects a lot out of you," agreed
Olson.
Campbell summed it up, stating simply:
"He works your tail off."
Duties of a student trainer include maintaining a positive mental attitude,._being on
hand to react instantly in case of an
emergency, preparing an athlete so an iriJury <foes not oecome worse, and applying'
physical therapy treatment to speed
recovery.
·
Athletic trainers from Central have gotten internships with such teams as the
Seahawks, the Mariners, the Philadelphia
Eagles, the San Diego Clippers, and
various medical institutions.

KN Ow ·t'1e Facts

About Changing Ellensburg's
Government.

1. Changing to a strong mayorI council
type of government will not "stop
WPPSS" as the proponents claim. Only
the courts can do that. Do not be misled by
phony rhetoric. ·
.
Changing to a strong mayorI council
Bovernment will increase costs of managmg the city .rThese costs have to be added
somewhere.

2.

are
excellent,"
noted
Campbell. "The staff is very student-interested.
I can spread out my talents and receive
more personal attention.''
Athletic training at Central is not a program, but rather an 1800-hour internship.
The trainers this year are: Dorrie
Rossmaier, Larry Howe, Yvette Tye,
Dave Caspar, Dave Larberg, Carol Degarmo, Campbell, Olson, and certified
athletic trainer Gary Smith.
Smith is in his 16th year as certified
trainer for Central. He is obviously proud
of the training facility that has been
established.
"I don't know if Central is the ultimate
place to work, but it's a heck of a good
job," Smith said. "We are nwnber two in
the country in terms of students accepted
in a graduate program. Only one student
bas failed to pass bis certification.''
"During my first six years here, I only
had two student trainers," Smith recalled.
"We DGW'average around,e igbtkids, which

3. Changing the government can lead to

politics of tlie worse kind: leadership by
cron~sm. A strong mayor can hire any
unqualified person for any position. The
mayor is not accountable to the city council.
4. The mayor/council government is based on power politics. The mayor has·veto
power over any council action.
.
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Smith said the quality of trainer
facilities has improved immensely since
he arrived at Central.
Student attitudes and interests, he
claimed, have changed somewhat, becoming more departmentalized. He also said
athletic training has a long way to go.
"The Northwest is lagging behind the
rest of the country in training programs,"
he said. "We're somewhere in the early
·,
stages.. .! foresee a big increase and 'opening up' of training facilities at high schools
and colleges ...St. Martin's, Evergreen,
and Whibnan don't even have facilities."
"A lot of kids here at Central want to be
trainers, so we're pretty selective," continued Smith. "They go through an interview, and we try to pick kids who want it
enough to stick with us for at least three
years. Generally we lose kids who aren't ·
serious about athletic training.''
·
Student trainers are present at any
sports event. Their hard work and ·dedication.~contributed sre8t1Y.to the succ.es& ;_, ..:

:4
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_u Pd"Stack my kids up againshny Other ' '"nilhf they should all go Gut iUMl·taJtfj a tiOw'-_ ' .·
cuitent ·program," he continued, "Other
at halftime, and receive· ~. standing ov8tion they deserve.
,schooli have certain more sophisticated
I
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Four Wildcats wrestle
at nationals today
tournament. MacAlpine's first
loss and Nelson's loss were overtime matches.
MacAlpine is CWU's top winner
this year with 21 wins and 10
losses. The 126-pounder was one of.
five Central wrestlers to place
third in the NAIA District 1-2 tournament at Salem, Ore. (Feb. 19).
Anderle, 14-4 on the season, won
the 142-pound division. Nelson,
11-3-1, finished third at 134 pounds
and Hoiness, 17-5-1, placed third
at 150. Both of their losses came in
overtime matches.
Central also got third places
from Greg Farley at 158 and Joe
Maguire at 190. Farley finished
the season with a 11-15-1 record.
Maguire finished at 12-10-1.
Central, ranked 10th nationally,
placed fourth in the District 1-2
meet with 483/4 points. Secondranked Southern Oregon won the
team title with 1041h points. Fifthranked Pacific was second with 69
and seventh-ranked Simon Fraser
finished third with 64¥4.

Four Central wrestlers will be
ta~g to the mat beginning today
(Thursday) at the NAIA national
wrestling tournament at Minot,
N.D. The tournament will last
through Saturday.
Robin MacAlpine, Hedj Nelson,
Rick Anderle and C.D. Hoiness
will be the four Wildcat grapplers.
Central finished eighth at last
year's nationai' tournament at
Forest Grove, Ore., but that was
with a" full team of 10 wrestlers.
Hoiness will be making his third
national appearance, while
Nelson and MacAlpine will be
wrestling in their second national
tournament. Anderle, a transfer
from Portland State, participated
in the 1981 NCAA national tournament.
Hoiness placed second in the
1981 tournament at 142 pounds,
then sat out the 1982 season with a
knee injury. MacAlpine won two
matches and lost two and Nelson
won one and lost one in the 1982

Women cagers win,
end season
By MIKE LARABEE

Boxers 'duke it out'
at Nicholson Pavilion
In this corner is Brian
'Avacado Hands" Dano, aµd in
the opposite corner is Mike "Mad
Dog" Cooper. The Ellensburg attorneys will prepare their briefs
and step into the ring Wednesday,
March 9 for the Central
''Smoker''.
The Dano-Cooper matchup will
~ the feature bout of the night,
but there will be several other
highlights of interest on the card.
The event has been organized by
pano as a fund raiser for the CWU

Athletic department.
At least 18 members of the
Wildcat football team will participate in the Smoker, which will
feature fighters going at it for
three 11,2-minute rounds. The boxers will wear headgear and.
12-ounce gloves. A ring will be
placed in Nicholson Pavilion for
the competition, and the only
lighting will be directly above the
ring.
.Preceeding the festivities will
!>e a ~ocial hour (beg~g at_6 :30

p.m.) for the CWU booster cluli ·.
members and their guests.
;·
Leading up to the Dano-Cooper
bout will be such standouts as:
William "Wild Bill" Evans and
Ron "The Best" West; Lewis
"The Maimer" Widmann and .
Chris "Heartburn" Hart; Brent
"The Whale" Callahan and Dan
"The Kennewick Flash" Finley;
Rob "Irish" O'Meara and' Greg
"The Duke" Wellington; and Je~
"Madman" Selfors and Troy
"The Swingin' Swede'' Spoon.

Indoor start at UW
track season
Central begins its 1983 outdoor
track season Saturday when it
hosts Eastern Washington and the
University of Puget Sound at
Tomlinson Stadiwn.
Central's women's track team
made its season debut Sunday in
the University of Washington Indoor meet in Seattle.
"We had some respectable
times," Central coach Jan
Boyungs said. "The meet also
gave us an opportuni~y to watch

_..,.~~

some top NCAA athletes - to see
their form and warmup techniques.
"From that standpoint it could
be a motivational factor for us,"
the Central coach said.
One of the best performances
for Central came in the shot put
where sophomore Lona Joslin had
a toss of 37-101h. "That is a good
put for this time of the year,"
Boyungs said.
Several Central men also com-

und~rway

peted in the meet, but they were
competing unattached and were
not representing the Wildcats.
Two athletes did represent Central in the Seaside Marathon,
which also counts as the destrict
marathon. Scott Fuller, a junior
from Palmer, Alaska, placed second in the district (21st overall)
in a time of 2:35:25. Eric Schmitt,
a sophomore from Centralia, placed third in the district (31st
overall) in 2: 37: 52.

~~~~~~~

we won't stand still, we're going to recruit hard (Player)
competition makes for a better
team."

Of the Campus Crier

Central's women's basketball team didn't make the
playoffs but judging from its
last three games one would
wonder why.
The Wildcats defeated Seattle Pacific University 75-60.
They beat Pacific Lutheran
University 67-61 and they ended the season last Saturday
with a big win over Simon
Fraser, 66-54. The overall
record this year was 8-14.
Head coach Gary Frederick
will lose only two of the 13
regular players to graduation.
Those players are Regina
Kinzel, the leading scorer for
the past two seasons, and
Karen Luckman, last year's
number two scorer. Luckman,
however, played only 45
minutes this season.
Frederick said, "If all of the
girls who are eligible come
back, we'll have a good squad
without even recruiting. But

Kinzel led this year's scoring
with an average of 11 points
per game. In two seasons at
Central, she scored 610 points
for a 12.7 game average.
Frederick has to be pleased
that the next four places in
scoring were picked off by
freshmen, and all will be returning with three more years of
eligibility.
Lisa Carlson finished second
in scoring with a 7.0 average
and was also second in total rebounds with 147. Toni Larimer
was third in scoring. She
averaged 6.8 points and led the
team in assists with a total of
46. Fourth leading scorer
Camille Shannon averaged 6. 7
and led the team with 151 total
rebounds. And finishing out the
top five is Marcia Byrd, who
ended the year averaging 6.0
points a game.

The tough warmup that's
soft at heart.

$33.95
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0 Send for our
FREE catalog of
discount sportswear
fo r savings to
· 50% OFF regular
retail store
prices I

.. .

#2000

Stay tough, fe el great in our
name-quality sportsu1ts without
the name--compare the m to $70
retail! The y'll match a ll of your
action, with a d urable nylon shell
fo r stre ngth , full c otton linin:J for
soft & d ry comfort . Machine wash
aga m and agam! Pant features a
zippered back pocket, zippered
ankles , elastic waistband. Jacket
features two slash pockets, front .
zipper and elastic c;:uffs .

~e;~~~e~D'IZ'~~'!;n1;Wh!te,

I
.

I
I
I

Please send me
(quantity)
sportsuits in the fo llowing colo rs and
sizes: - - - - - - - - -

I
I
I
I
I
I

I enclose $33.95 + $2.50 shipping/

L

•

Address
Apt._
City - - - - - - - - St t
z·
ae _ _ _ _ _ 1P - - -

j

___....______ _

$30 to $100 per
0 Please mail me FREE details of yourl
EA RN You kcan earn
t
h b
Campus Representative Plan that offers
I EXTRA
~ee m ex ra cas ' y represen- big cash commissions for spare time
I

I

·--------------.-----------$$$

1

We'll
guarantee life-like sound.
.
Because Permapass:M our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
We'll ruarantee the cassette.

handling for each suit ordered.
Name
School

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we re gomg
to guarantee it forever.

particle-each musical detail-ont o the tape. So music stey-s live.
Not just the 1st pley: Or the lOOOth. But forever.

"I

l-----------Scarlet/White, Blaclc/Gold.
UNIVERSAL SIZES: XS(Male30-32,
Female4-6), S(M34-36, FB- 10).
M(M38-40, Fl2-14). L(M42-44, Fl6-18),
XL(M44-46, F20-22), XXL($1 00 extra,
M48-50, F24-26)

Tbe Westwood Group

1 l1882 G reenville Ave.
1I Dallas , Texas 75243

Presenting High Bias II and the IBtim~te Tap~ G~arantee.

tmg The .Westwood Group m
work. I understand there is no obligayour area. No cost or obligation! hon to sell anything, and you won't
Send for FREE details today.
send me anythmq_1.1_nless I order it. •

I

Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. Our waved-wafer impr oves tape-wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure sm ooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

·

If you are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias II, mail us the tape and weTI replace it free.

YOU'LL FOREVER WONDER.

IS ITllVI,
OR IS IT ·~··

MIMDRIX~
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A win at nationals...

Platte's ultimate goal

Alan Jakubek/Campus Crier

Kris Platte .
By MIKE LARABEE

coach at Eisenhower, Roger Cobern, told .me that
Central had a good swimming program and it was
close to home."
Platte said that her ultimate goal in swimming is
·
to win an event at nationals.
"I don't think the Olympics is very realistic, but
winning an event at nationals is very possible. The
100 and 200 backstroke is probably my best bet,
although sprinting is still my favorite race.
''I've made a commitment to swimming, and I
plan on continuing to work hard and improve my
times," Platte said.
Assistant coach Lori Clark said, "Kris is the best
girl swimmer we have, and the best prospect to do
well at nationals."
Platte is still undecided about her major. She is
concentrating on her'breadth requirements for now.
During the summer she teaches swimming lessons
and works as a lifeguard.
"As far as the team goes, the girls' team has done'
well for the amount of girls we have out, and should
even be better next year because coach Gregson is
doing a lot of recruiting,'' Platte concluded.

Of the Campus Crier

She is qualified to swim in at least six events at the
NAIA national championships, which begins today.
No, it's not Wonder Woman, but Central's swimming sensation Kris Platte.
Platte has qualified in the 100 and 200 free, the 100
and 200 back, and the 100 and 200 individual medley.
She and teammates may also participate in the 200
m'edley relay.
Platte started swimming competitively when she
was 10 years old.
"My first swim meet was on the Fourth of July at
the local tennis club," Platte recalled. "After I did
well the coach asked me if I wanted to join the swim
team. This is how it all got started.''
During her high school days at Eisenhower in
Yakima, Platte entered state meets in which she
finished fifth twice in the 100 backstroke, second
once in the 50 free and fifth once in the 100 free.
The University of Washington and Pacific
Lutheran University both invited her to join their
programs. But she chose Central because "my
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Central swimmers
invade Arkadelphia
Central's men's swim team will
likely open a few eyes today
through Saturday as one of the
strongest teams in Wildcat history
participates in the NAIA national
championships in Arkadelphia,
Ark.
Central finished second in the
meet in 1975, 1976 and 1977 but has
managed only 12th and 6th in the
past two seasons. With the help of
John Sayre, however, the
Wildcats could very well return to
a top four position.
Sayre, a junior, has bettered
seven national records since he
became eligible for Central in
January. The Air Force Academy
transfer has also shattered nine
Central school records.
"John is just a remarkable
swimmer," said 17-year coach
Bob Gregson. "There's not much
more I can say about him. He proves himself every time he gets in
the water."
Gregson is unsure what Sayre
will swim at nationals. "The
possibilities are endless," he said
Last weekend the Wildcats
swept 16 of the 18 events at the
District 1-2 Championships at
Lewis & Clark College in
Portland. Central swimmers turned in 50 national qualifying times,
13 of them the best reported in the
nation to date, en route to their second consecutive crown.

The Wildcats tallied -more
points than any other school in the
history of the meet with 638,
followed by Pacific Lutheran
University with 327 and Lewis &
Clark with 226. The women finished third with 393 points behind
PLU with 524 and Willamette with
474.
''It was by far our best district
meet ever," Gregson, the 1974
NAIA Coach of the Year, said.
''Our men should be in real good
shape going into nationals."
Nabbing first place finishes for
C~ntral at district were Sayre in
the 200 IM, 100 fly and 200 breast;
Jeff Walker in the 50 free, 100 free
and 200 free; John Lindquist in the
500 free, 400 IM and 1650 free;
Tom Edwards in the 100 back and
200 back; Kris Platte in the 100
back and 200 back; Walt Flury in
the 200 fly; and Terry Lathan in
the one-meter diving.
Central's winning relays included the women's 400 free, men's 400
medley, men's 800 free, women's
400 free and the men's 400 free.
Another swimmer expected to
aid the Wildcat cause in Arkansas
will be Walker, the 50 free champion in 1980 and 50 and 100 free
runner-up last year. Swimming
better than ever, Walker is considered the pre-meet favorite in
the 50 and a top contender again in
the 100 and 200 frees.

JV hoopsters create
optimistic outlook .
in post-season comments coach
Len Bone expressed high hopes
for next year's JV basketball
team.
"We had a super group of guys
this season, I would hope that
most on them are coming back
next year," he said. "As this year
went on a lot of progress was
. made."
The Wildcats won nine of their
final 14 games to finish the season
at 14-11. .
Robert Campbeij, a sophomore
from Houston,' Texas, led the
1982-83 team in scoring and rebounding.
Campbell scored 312 points (14.2
ppg) and grabbed 138 rebounds
(6.3 avg.). He was also one of Cen-

BRAND

tral's top percentage shooters,
converting 55.9 percent from the
floor.
Keith Bragg led in field goal
percentage shooting (63.6) and
free throw percentage (77.5).
Brad Everson paced the team in
assists with 82.
Central had five players
average in double figures led by
Scott Bardwell at 14.4. Art
Haskins averaged 14.3 and Campbell and Bragg were at 14.2 and
13.9, respectively. Duco Van
Oostrum averaged 10.6.
·
The team split a couple of
games last week to wrap up the
season. It beat Seattle Pacific
University ~ and lost to the
University of Puget Sound 61-58.
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'Falstaff

Elaborate staging won't b·u y raves
From left, Sue Langley,
Monica MacDon,ald, Kristi
Miller and Jackie Koreski
set a trap to expose the
rascal Falstaff in this
scene from Verdi's opera.
''Falstaff'' is playing again
this weekend in McConnell
Auditorium. The Friday
and Saturdar night performances begm at 8. Ticket
prices are $4 for students,.
$5 adults.
University Relations Photo

By LYSSA LOFTIS
Of the Campus Crier

Playing to a sparsely populated
house Saturday night, "Falstaff"
opened with less of a bang than
anticipated.
This comic-opera, .m uch·
rehearsed and beautifully costum·
ed, showed signs of blossoming
but never really got off the
ground.
Each actor was very effective in
movement and delivery, but lost
momentum in projection. This,
perhaps, was due to the orchestra.
Under the direction of Eric Roth1
the music was beautiful, but
perhaps too loud. The audience
had to strain to catch lines.
The third act picked up a little
and the orchestra seemed to tone
down. That was the only time
laughs were not lost amid the timpani and violins.
Despite the loss of lines,
characterization
by
Sid
Nesselroad as , Falstaff and
Monica MacDonald as Alice Ford
saved some of the play.
Other characters were effective
in their presentations. Dr. Caius
played by Bill Eberly surprised
the audience. Students normally
see him as a math teacher. Eberly
belted out musical lines with a
strong voice and fine acting.

Dave Walter, usually seen as
part of a barbershop quartet
engaged in four-part harmony,
turned in a fair performance as
the Falstaff sidekick, Pistol.
Two who were seen in feature
roles in "Candide" last fall, Mike
Ritchie and Jackie Koreski, showed up this time as Fenton and Nan
Ford. Fenton was the only actor
who could consistently be heard
over the music .and exhibited the
best characterization.
Falstaff's line, "If not for me,
this dull story would not even have
a pinch of salt to spice it," might
have been better said by Fenton.
Nesselroad did give a decent
performance with only one flaw in
costuming which detracted from
his character. Dressed all in pinks
and purples with magnificent accents, the rolly-polly character
was supposed to be grossly
overweight. But his legs were
decidedly spindln A fat man
should be fat from head to toe, not
just in-between.
There was a certain something
in the atmosphere of the opera
that held the audience, in spite of
the inability to distinguish lines.
The set, the costumes, the
movements were all finely done
and the music was polished.
If only we could hear.

Choral groups in spotlight
By DAN BAKER
Of the Campus Crier

A quarter's worth of hard work
will pay off Tuesday, March 8,
when the University Chorale and
the Chamber Choir present their
winter quarter concert.
The free concert will be the last
.chance for an Ellensburg· audience to hear the groups perfonn
before their April tQui:.
"I feel very positive about it
· · (the concert)," said Director
' Judith Burns. "The quality of the
~y.:: choir is comparable to;anyuniver,f::;'sitY' c}Joil' iii the statrer.:-eveh outt;I

1

, .,,f1

.

·,:.~:li= ~c~;~ 1'2,

J~.- -~~·-~~

., ~; :~·t;rm ·'~~
nice thing:,;

atiOuf the

chorale is that people are involved
in it from all different majots, not
just music," said Mrs. Burns.
The two groups have been working all quarter on the material for
this concert, which is their first
perfonnance since fall. The program begins at 8 p.m. The groups
will perform in German, Latin
and English.
In addition to the concert, 94
members of the group will represent Central during a 3-day tour of
several Washington cities beginning April 12.
.
Auditions for the spring quarter ·
chorale will be held Monday,
March 28 fronl 9
to 4 p.m. in
Hertz 211 • ., ,:.. .;,1h:' .,,,, ·. , .
"We are -still inteiested, in
singers,,'' ~. •f.:~Tbose eudi..
tioning do ir~f[ij!liJ~t.O have an accompanist ·~or .· ~- ·i-.ePared piece,"

a.m.

she said~ . ·' •' :'

'

Springtime ... you're on the move ...
take your tunes along, with AIWA!
RRIVATE SOUNDS ...
The HS-J02 AM/FM personal stereo
"outwalks" all the others! Autoreverse,
record and play. Detachable one-point
stereo mic included. Was $220.

SPECIAL $159.*
BONUS: Mini stereo
speakers 15% off
with HS-J02 purchase.

,

SOUNDS TO SHARE ...
The CS-600 AM/FM Portable
Cassette Recorder: List $220.

SPECIAL $187.* r a~
•
•
•
•

Deluxe soft-touch controls
2-way, 4 speaker system
Built in stereo mies
Excellent musical sound, even
low volume

~:., ·

NOT SHOWN:
The CS-300 AM/FM/SW Portable
Cassette Recorder; List $140.

SALE $119.*

The CS-360 AM/FM/SW Portable
Cassette REcorder: List $195.

S}\LE $165.*
*PRICES GOOD THROUGH MARCH 10, 1983

TRICKLE-DOWN BONUS:
CASH YOUR TAX-REFUND CHECK
WITH US. EACH DOLLAR THERE OF
WILL BUY YOU $1.10 IN MERCHANDISE!
Good on all non-sale items we sell!
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Linda Stephens gives
dancing her all
By JULIE JOHNSON
Of the Campus Crier

Many people might say the
1980s have started off on the
wrong foot. That is, Wlless referring to Linda Stephens.
A three-year Orch~sis member,
Stephens has been concentrating
on having her feet in the right
place since she came to Central.
Orchesis is Central's dance collective best known for their spring
show, and most recently, for their
collaborative winter performances with Central's Jazz Band
I.

Anyone attending one of these
shows will see Stephens giving it
her all.
"All" is what every Orchesis
member .must contribute to each
dance they participate in. Orchesis dancers spend many hours
polishing their dances for a show.
"It depends on how many
dances you're in. One dance (for a
show) requires four hours a week
which is broken down into two
afternoons a ~eek for two hours,''
·
said Stephens. _
She admitted over-obligating
herself one quarter was a mistake
since academics come first. "I
was in five dances and the
choreographer for two of them.

That meant four hours a day
;even days a week,'' she said.
Although that quarter involved
a lot of time and dedication, the
re~mlts were rewarding. By the
time the 1982 spring show was
over, Stephens could look back
with satisfaction and say, "a lot of
me was in that show."
One might wonder how anything
but relief could be derived from
putting so much time into an activity. _Since Orchesis has tripled
in membership from past years,
apparently there are many people
willing to learn. Linda, however,
is one of few returnees.
Time put into such an organiza- ,
tion is beneficial to those interested in performing and staying in shape. Unfortunately, most
students don't have the luxury of
that kind of time.
Stephens, a health major, said
her time is well spent in Orchesis.
In fact, sticking with it has prompted past members to advance in
dance related areas . Two are currently involved in teaching and
one is an aerobics instructor.
Stephens didn't comment on her
dance future,. but said involvement in dance has been a good experience ·for her. "Orchesis is the
best thing the school has to offer.
That's why I want more people to
become aware.of it," she said.
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Band members on tour,
return home for concert

Shapiro's
(in the Plaza)

Is Now Renting

By MATI DELLER
Of the Campus Crier

Video Movies & Video Pia yers
OlTR MOVIES
An Officer and A Gentleiman·
Arthur · Tron
Rocky II & III · Reds ·
Absence of Malice ·
Dr. Strangelove · Dr. No
Chariots of Fire ·
Times at Ridgemont

Fast
Hi~h

Friday The 13th II

OUR RATES
(ALL RATES PER DAY )

Weekend
One Movie

3.so

Three Movies

9.so

VHS player 15.so
Weekday
(MON - THUR)

Playboy Video ·

One Movie

2· 50

The Lone Ranger

Three Movies

6· 50

and many more ••.

VHS player

IO·o 0

Have A Movie Party This Weekend.
Watch For Our Coupon Specials
In Future Issues of The CRIER

Central's Wind Ensemble .and
Concert Band members haven't
been seen much on campus lately.
That's because they spend most
of their time in Hertz Hall in tiny
practice rooms - or they are
together in rehearsal.
Tuesday, March 1, the wind
ensemble left for Wenatchee, the
first stop on their tour. The
43-member group will play at
Wenatchee and Eastmont high
schools.
Back home for a Wednesday,
March 9 concert in Hertz
Auditorium, the wind ensemble
and concert band will be performing. Director of bands, Larry
Gookin, in his third year here at
Central, is enthusiastic about his
groups. "Both bands are being
worked hard to get the most out of
each rehearsal," he·said. "We've
had a lot to do."
The wind ensemble will perform
a piece written by Central Music
Department Chairman Donald
White, entitled "Miniature Set
For Band." Dr. White, formerly
director of the School of Music at
Depauw University in Indiana, is
fairly new at Central. This is his
second year.
_
White wrote "Miniature Set" in
1957, five years after receiving his
doctorate degree in composition
from the Eastman School of
Music. White has written a wide
catalogue including major works
in a variety of media with special
emphasis in works for winds and
percussion. "1!finiature Set" is a

prime example of this special emphasis.
Another faculty member, Professor Robert M. Panerio, will
have one of his compositions performed at the concert. Entitled
"Probe Symphony No. l," the
piece illustrates what probably is
Panerio's best effort thus far.
In 1975, Panerio won an accolade, the American Band Directors Association Ostwald Composition Award, for a work entitled "Jubloso." His works have
been performed by various high
schools and. colleges around the
nation. "Probe" was premiered
by the CWU Wind Ensemble at the
1980 College Band Directors Natio~al Convention in Eugene, Ore.
. While in wenatchee, c~~tral
senior Todd Snyder will be
featured in a work called "Concerto for Drum Set," by Decamp.
Snyder, well-known for his bigband playing here on campus, is
excited about the piece. "I'll have
a pretty long drum solo in the middle," he said. "It's a fun chart."
Gookin may insert "Concerto" into his concert repertoire for

March 9.
The concert takes place during
a busy period of musical activity.
During the week of the concert
there is Jazz Nite, a choir concert
and a brass ensemble performance. Hertz Hall will surely be
bustling with activity in the weeks
ahead!
Remember ... We dnesday ,
March 9, at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Auditorium...if you like music,
you'll love Larry Gookin's
talented bands ..
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Margaret Coffin Holmes
remembered by many

Holmes Center
under construction

By JUDY KIRK
Of the Campus Crier

To know Margaret Coffin
Holmes is to love, admire and
respect her. She gave much of
herself in the nine years she was
dean of women at Central, 1931-40.
Still living in Ellensburg, Mrs.
Holmes is remembered with love
and affection by those who know
her.
Her students respected her for
her cultural demeanor. Her contemporaries respected her for her
intelligence and kindness while at
Central,
She went to the best of schools;
Reed, the University of Vienna,
Santa Barbara School of the Arts,
and graduated magna cum laude
from the University of
Washington.
Besides having several poems
published in The New Yorker and
other magazines, Mrs. Holmes
wrote three then-famous sagas
while at Central.
At that time, all women
students had to live in either
Kamola Hall, Sue Lombard, or in

private homes in the city. In
tribute to each of these groups of
women, Mrs. Holmes wrote "Nola
from Kamola," "Sue of Sue," and
"Kitty from the City."

Margaret Holmes
"Kitty from the City" speaks of
a "sweet, lovesome thing" from
Aberdeen who came to Central,
lived off-campus, fell in love with
· a popular football star, Henry
Huntington, and inadverdently
kills him with her homemade
clam chowder.

Of the Campus Crier

A large, green structure, surrounded by cyclone fencing, waits
for completion on Ruby Street and
Second Avenue.
This unfinished shell will soon
be the Hal Holmes Center, a
multi-purpose community center.
Funds used in its construction
were bequeathed to the city of
Ellensburg by the late Hal Holmes
who died in July 1977.
Otis Halbert Holmes Jr. and his
wife Margaret Coffin Holmes both
taught and were deans at Central
during the Depression. CoffinHolmes, who lives in a local nursing hoi;ne, taught English and
social sciences. She was Dean of
Women from 1931-40. According to
historian Samual R. Mohler, she
was well-liked and endeared
herself to her students with such
poems as "Nola from Kamola."
Hal · Holmes taught history,
social sciences, and economics
beginning in 1925. He became a
dean also, from 1931-42 when he
started his first term as U.S. Congressman, the only one ever
elected from Kittitas County. He
served in Congress for 16 years
before retiring to resume ranching.
The Hohnes Dining Hall is nained in the couple's honor.
The monies Holmes bequf Athed

are kept in trust at the Rainier ·
Bank. According to John Ledwich,
trust officer at the Yakima
branch, the fund is to be used for
"charitable, educational and
public purposes for the benefit of
the city of Ellensburg."
This new building will provide
the community a multitude of ac- ·
tivities. There will be a full basement for storage, a raised platform (not a stage) for performances, a projection booth for
films, and a 250-seat auditorium
with dividers which can reduce
the area to four rooms. There will
also be a lobby area suitable for
displaying works of art, a small
kitchen for coffee and snacks,
restrooms and office space.
Former City Manager Robert
Walker said the center will be used for dramatical and musical
productions, ·art shows, trade
fairs, dances, and parties. All
decisions will be subject to the approval of the city council.which is
still reviewing priorities ·and
regulations. Resolutions concerning rules, conflicts, fees (if any)
and management of the building,
have not yet been officially
adopted by the city council,
Walker said.
One plan the cotincil hopes to
·enact is the quarterly issuance of
a calendar so dates may be
reserved for the center.

Mrs. Holmes left Ellensburg in
1942 to accompany her husband, a
newly elected U.S. Congressman,
to Washington D.C.
There she was made poet
laureate of the Women's Congressional .Club and continued
publishing poetry.
After Hal Holmes' 16-year
stretch as congressman, they
returned to Ellensburg.
Irma· Smith, a retired
Ellensburg elementary school
teacher, vividly recalls the day
she registered at Central, personally supervised by Mrs.
Holmes in her office. She said she
was impressed by her dignity and
charm.
Mrs. Smith remembers her as
open, concerned and readily accesible when anyone had a problem. "She always had time to
stop and chat, and she was always
elegant, charming and dynamic,"
she said.

Heard
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But the cream of the crop is
"Nola from Kamola." This piece
won her second place during stunt
week at the 1939 homecoming.

About the

· LSAT • ICAJ • GRE
IRE PSYCH • GllE BIO
IAT • Bill • DAT
OCAl • PCIT • VII
SAT • ACT • TOEfL • ISIP ·
llATl MED BOS • ECFMG
FLEX • VQE • IDB • RI BOS

Cervical Cap?

CPI • SPEED READING _

~.fl-,..ulli
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparahon Special o•IS

Since 1938

uality typing projects
Newsletter formatting
Mass mail & surveys
Write for quote/rates

Weasel Words
·
P.O. Box 676 Ellensbur
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
GOOD

MONEY!

PARKS,

FISHERIES,

WILDERNESS

RESORTS.LOGGING, AND MORE. 'SUMMER EMPLOY·
MENT GUIDE', 1983 employer listings.
ALASCO, P.O. BOX 2573, SARATOGA CALIFORNIA
95070

408-354 -8388-

The cervical cap is an effective
barrier method of birth control. It is a
thimble shaped cap made out of
rubber which fits tightly over the
neck of the cervix, preventing sperm
from entering the uterus. They were
used in this
country years ago,
but have not
Feminist
gained
popularity
Women's
until recently. They
Health
have been used for
Center
years successfully
in Western Europe.
2002 Englewood
Call us for more
Suite B
information.
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 575-6422.
,~d s o

call 1-800-572-4223

WE'RE KNOWN BY THE
COMPANIES WE KEEP

coa-AliE
T.M

TRY KLORANE*
Cu1u1ult·
.Jiainpo•,

r
I

And Get a $2.00
Cash Refund
9 Shampoos and
4 Conditioners For Every
Individual's Needs ...
Made with the Finest ·
Natural Ingredients.
( St<: Ct:rr iti carc: fo r D <: ra i l ~)

$2.00 KLORANE~' CASH REFUND
Here's how to get your refund :
BUY: Any Klorane·' Shampoo or Conditioner.
MAIL: This completed Certificate. front panel from a Klorane '' Shampoo or Conditioner box and a cash register receipt with the purchase price circled.
SEND TO: KLORANE " CASH REFUND
Post Office Box 14427
Baltimore. Maryland 21268
NAME -

- - - - - -- - - -- - - (PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS--------------CITY_
· --~----'>TATE----'-'.(Ml0s~oi:,NC-L-UDE-0)
Limit one relund per household. Offer IS void where ta•ed. prohoboted or restncted by law. Allow
&8 weeks for delivery. OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31st. 1983 ThlS offer IS not redeem- at ywr
store. Thos cert~icale is void~ reproduced. Offer is gopd only in lhe slales of CA, OR. WA. AZ.
t!T. MT. NII. 10 and WY.
-

DOWNTOWN PHARMACY
414 North Pearl ·

David__ Crqss

925-1514

Roger Glaser

Use your Berry's

114 N. Ruby
925-3124

Card or VISA
& Mastercard

"WE GIVE YOU MORE"

HOST FAMil..IES NEEDED
FOR EXCHANGE STUDENTS
Educational Foundation for
Foreign Study is seeking local
families to serve as hosts for a
few carefully selected high school
students from Europe and Japan.
The Educational Foundation is a
non-profit organization officially
designated by the United States
Information Agency as an Exchange Visitor Program.
The students are 16 - 18 years
old and have been chosen for
their command of English, good
academic grades, character and
maturity. All are covered by
comprehensive medical and
liability insurance. The host
families furnish meals, housing
and a caring and supportive environment.
Those interested in serving as
host families for the 1983-84
school year should contact Donna
Becker at 962-2812 for more information.
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTION AL
CHILDREN
Everyone is invited to participate
in our "Contemporary Dance."
The Blue Agates square dance
cluQ will be demonstrating
various dances. The dance will
take place March 10 · at Morgan
Junior High School. Tickets will
be sold at the door for $2 and all
proceeds will go to S.C.E.C., a
non-profit organization. The performance will begin at 7:30 p.m.
If you have any questions contact
Maggie Johnson at the PreService Center ~2071.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY Looking for
summer employment? A
representative from Calamigos
Star "C" Ranch, a summer camp
located in Malibu, Calif., will be
on campus March 8 at 4 p.m. to
interview students for· summer
positions. The Calamigos Star
"C" Ranch is a resident summer
camp for boys and girls ages 8 to
14. It offers activities which include horseback riding, surfing;
swimming, boating, archery,
sports, di-ama, music, arts and
crafts and animal care. For more
information and scheduling times
stop by the Student Employment
Office, Barge Hall, room 205.
FOR SKEPTICS ONLY This
group meets Wednesday nights in
room 206 of the SUB. Bring your
questions concerning religons,
~ible, Jesus Christ and.
God,
.other related topics. This is not a
fellowship or prayer group. Sponsored by the For Skeptics Only
Club.
HANDICAPPED STUDENT
SERVICE Central provides a taping service for legally blind, learning disabled, and physically
disabled students on campus. We
need people who will volunteer
two hours a week, or more, for
reading materials on tape. After
each volunteer passes a taping
audition, he or she will have access to taping facilities and
equipment from 8 to 5 each week
day. If you are interested please
contact Ann Thompson at
963-2171.

the

CLASSIC FILM SERIES This
Sunday evening's classic film is
RED DESERT, made in Italy
and directed by Michelangelo Antonioni. This dramatic film was
the winner of the Best Picture
Award at the Venice Film
Festival in 1964. Each week the
film begins at 7 p.m. in Hertz
Hall. Coffee and tea are served
before the show. Admission is
$1.50

COUNSELORS WANTED A
Boy Scout Camp in Western
Washington is looking for
students who desire summer
employment as camp counselors.
Period of employment is from July 3 through ~August 6, 1983 and
possibly an additional week en. ding August 13. Positions require
a weeks training at a National
Camp School. The expense of this
training is provided by the camp.
Training session is June 12
through June 17.
Position$ available: Program
Director, Aquatics Director,
Ecology/Conservation Director,
Field Sports Director, Camp
Craft Director. For information:
Call Dave at 963-1353.
RAINBOW GIRLS Attention all
present or past members of Rainbow for Girls. A new Sigma Tau
Alpha Club is being formed for
you. You must be in good standing or have been in good standing upon reaching your majority: The next meeting is Wednesday, April 6 in the SUB. More information is available by calling
either: 962-9124 or 963-1045.
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. PLANNED PARENTHOOD H
you want children, Planned
·Parenthood can help you · With
pregnancy testing, fertility
awareness information, and
prenatal care instruction. If you
don't want a pregnancy right
now, Planned Parenthood can
help with contraception information, services counseling. Call
Planned Parenthood of Yakima
Cotlllty- 248-3625.
JOB 14,AIR Central's 10th An- :
nual Job Fair is being planned
April 20. This event is open to all
students on campus, as well as to
all faculty and staff members. An
opportunity is provided for you to
meet employers to discuss
possibilities. Watch for future information to be published.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
SAFETY ENGINEERS An ASSE
business meeting will be Thursday, March 3, at 7 p.m. in the
SUB room 103. The election of
spring quarter officers will
transpire. For additional information call Greg at 925-4249.
JOB LISTINGS CWU students,
on campus and still seeking a
position, should check the job
listings at Career Planning &
Placement Center in Barge 105.
COMING
UP
SPRING
QUARTER Overnight at Crystal
Mountain Ski Trip on April 9 and
10. Cost is $27 and this includes
lodging and transportation. Preregister in the Tent-n-Tube Rental Shop, SUB. Sponsored by
University Recreation.

CAMPUS RECRUITING The
following school districts are
planning to have representatives
on campus to interview interested candidates. Sign-up
schedules are posted a week, to
the day, before the arrival of the
interviewers. In order to interview, the Placement File and College Interview Fonn must be on'
file at the Career Planning &
Placement Center.
March 9 Lake Washington
&chool District - Elementary and
Secondary - from Kirkland,
·
Washington.
April 8 Puyallup School District
- Group meeting at 9 a.m. and 1
p.m. in the Kachess room. Sign
up at Barge 105 for the group
meeting-starting April 1.
April 13-15 Portland Public
Schools,from Portland Oregon,
Elementary and Secondary.
CENTRAL GAY ALLIANCE
Q. Is it true that all gay women
wear black leather jackets, hiking boots all year 'round and
drive trucks? A. Of course not.
You can not tell if anyone is gay.
Central Gay Alliance offers caring, confidential support and
answers to your questions. We also
offer resources for education and
campus survival. Our phone
number 963-2636..
SILENT MEETING in the
Quaker (American Friends)
tradition, every Sunday at 9 a.m.
in the First Methodist Church
Chapel, 3rd and Ruby. Sponsored .
by the Ecumenical Club.

.I

Honest pizza.

plus tax

RTPIZU.

SANDWKJI

TWO DOLLARS OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA

SPECIAL
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And more!
Round Table also serves
lavish sandwiches,
hamburgers, crisp,
tasty salads
from the Royal Salad Bar
and a wide selection
of soft drinks,

It's our way o.f showinl{ our
appreciation to Wildcat students

TWO DOLLARS OFF ANY

Discount includes sates tax.
One coupon per order. please.
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Naas. t~ be jailed 30 days
for theft from bookstore

Kramer calls for protest
movement on campuses
By STEVE FISHBURN
Of the Campus Crier

Rain pattering against the
sidewalk
outside
Hertz
Auditorium seemed an appropriate overture to the speech
Stanley Kramer delivered to more
than 250 people inside the
auditorium Tuesday afternoon.
· The gloommess of the rain matched the gloominess of Kramer's

his unprepared speech.

"Its our responsibility to our
children to protest nuclear war so
there will be a world left for our
children," he said from behind a
cwu podiwn, gray haired and
wearing a blue suit. "We have to
find Americans who are willing to
answer the tough questions so we
can put our cflildren to bed and not
be afraid."
Kramer, a self-termed

Rondy Anderson I Campus Crier

speech 3ponsored by Central's
Douglas Honors College.
Michelle Dawson, a thirdgrader who attends Ellensburg's
Washington Elementary, was
there to hear Kramer's words.
She didn't understand many of
the things the Seattle--based motion picture producer-director
said about fihn making'- nuclear
war, activism, and apathy, but it's
ironic that she is part of the
generation Kramer defended in

"discarded liberal," blinked fre-quently and looked tired as he
delivered a sometimes disjointed
speech entitled, "Films and Social
Change." Though his words had
no clear direction, after 30
minutes, the hour-long speech
focused on the role students and
artists must play in averting a
nuclear holocaust war.
"The activism of the 60s for
women's rights, black right's, and
student's rights is nothing com-

pared to how active you
(students) should .b e today
against nuclear war," Kramer
said. "Campuses are not worthy
of the word activist today.''
He said students must hold
meetings, make demands, and
carry placards in ·challenging
the ·establishment against a
nuclear war. We must participate
in our own destiny.
"It only takes three people in a
women's group to be heard."
Kramer's film-making career
that earned him 85 . Academy
Award nominations for his 35
films took him to the Soviet Union
four times. He said his meetings
with Soviet film-makers over the
past three decades gave him in. sight into the Soviet psyche.
Commenting on the mutual
distrust between Russians and
Americans, Kramer said, "they
ask, 'who are the only people who
ever dropped a nuclear bomb?"'
That's very difficult to answer.
"Its not the Russians." Kramer
explaiJled. "It's the whole nuclear
threat that will wipe both us and
them out. We have to find in the
world someone who is devoted to
making peace not war. And that's
harder to do.
"Nuclear war is a moral issue,"
he said. "We must be aware of
morality and virtue to ask questions.''
Kramer conceded he doesn't
know the answers to his questions,
"I don't know what profound effects of nuclear war will be. It just
isn't good enough for me and my
kids. There's gotta be something
else."

Fonner CWU bookstore manager Ray Naas was sentenced Monday to
30 days in Kittitas County jail following his conviction on three counts of .
theft.
Naas pleaded quilty to charges of first, second, and third degree theft
following the removal of $5,587 from the store's book buy back fund and
several other abuses of bookstore policy. The former manager faced a
possible ~maximum sentence of 16 years behind 'bars.
.
The charges stemmed from an internal audit begun one week before
Naas' sudden resignation . Oct. 29, 1982. Since then he has repaid the
university almost $6,800. The repayment insures Naas against any civil
action concerning the charges.
.·
Naas, a CWU graduate, served as assistant bookstore ~ager from
1967 to 1972. Following a nine--year job as manager of th~ Willamette
University bookstore, he returned to. Central as bookstore manager in
1981.

( continue.d from page 3)

Gay
Most members agreed they
don't tell others they are gay until .
they get to know them. "If they instinctively move away when I tell
them, I call it 'the fear'
(homophobia),'' one woman
related.
"Being gay is only one facet of
my personality," said one man.
"Real friends don't care when
they find out. It doesn't change
me. If anyone is interested we
want them at our meeetings gay, straight, whatever," he added.

One question commonly asked
of gays is "why are you gay?" "I
don't know why," another man explained, "As far back as I can
remember I was attracted to
men." Others suggested that it
was a matter . of personal
preference.
According to many in the group,

being gay is not a destructive
force, guilt is. This guilt comes
from being taught homosexuality· ·
is wrong and from being
persecuted for it. "We dislike sexual perverts as much as straight
people do," members said. "We
don't want to push it on anyone
else, we just want acceptance and
the freedom to be ourselves."
The Alliance has approximately
the same amount of men and
women in its membership. These
students come from many different social, ethnic and cultural
backgrounds.
According to the Alliance president, there has always been a gay
community on campus, it just
hasn't been organized. "Ninety
percent of gays are not even
recognized," another member
said. "People would be stunned if
they were to find out," commented
another member.

FREE PRIZE
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